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The University of Dayton

News Release

April 28, 1994
Contact: Pam Huber

CHENOWETH SELECTED AS GUEST ARTIST FOR PHILHARMONIC CASUAL CLASSICS SERIES

DAYTON, Ohio — Richard Chenoweth, associate professor of music at the University of Dayton and co-principal horn of the Dayton Philharmonic Orchestra, has been selected as a guest artist for the Philharmonic’s 1994-95 series of Casual Classics Concerts.

With conductor Isaiah Jackson, Chenoweth will perform an all-Mozart program at 10 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. March 17, 1995, at Victoria Theater.

“These concerts offer a rare opportunity to reach a new audience,” says Chenoweth, the first full-time UD music faculty member to be a featured artist for a subscription series by the Philharmonic. “Overall, the series tends to attract a younger audience, and this serves as their entree into the orchestra series. There is an interaction between the audience, the conductor and the soloist where we demonstrate instruments and talk. There’s not a perceived or a physical distance between the players and the audience.”

The Casual Classics Concerts series will open with a Nov. 4 performance by violinist Phillip Ruder, concert master with the Cincinnati Symphony, with guest conductor Joel Levine. Pianist and composer Priya Mayadas will perform Jan. 6 with guest conductor David Mairs, associate conductor of the San Antonio Symphony. Each will give a morning and evening performance at Victoria Theater.
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